Introduction
The classical definition of Sobolev space W k,p (Ω) is as follows:
Here, α is a multi-index and D α u is the derivative in the weak sense, Ω is an open set in R N and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Moreover, in [28] , the fractional Sobolev space is defined, here k is not a natural number. Since the theory of Sobolev spaces can be applied in many branches of modern mathematics, such as harmonic analysis, complex analysis, differential geometry and geometric analysis, partial differential equations, etc., there has been a substantial effort to characterize Sobolev spaces in different settings in various ways (see e.g., [16, 14, 12, 11, 15, 18] , etc.). However, even in the Euclidean spaces, the difficulties appear because the partial derivatives for the fractional Sobolev spaces are in a suitable weak sense. Gagliardo used the semi-norm in his paper [13] |g| In order to study this situation, Bourgain, Brezis and Mironescu established a new characterization of Sobolev spaces in [5] . Indeed, they proved that Theorem A (Bourgain, Brezis and Mironescu, [5] Theorem A has been extended to high order case by Bojarski, Ihnatsyeva and Kinnunen [3] using the high order Taylor remainder and by Borghol [4] using high order differences. We also mention related characterization of Sobolev spaces in [2, 6, 7, 17, 23, 26, 27] .
We note here that as a consequence of Theorem A, we can characterize the Sobolev space W Recently, Nguyen [24] established some new characterizations of the Sobolev space W 1,p (R N ) which are closely related to Theorem A. More precisely, he used the dual form of (1.1) and proved the following results:
Theorem B (H.M. Nguyen, [24] ). Let 1 < p < ∞. The works of Bourgain, Brezis and Mironescu [5] and H.M. Nguyen [24, 25] on characterizations of first order Sobolev spaces in the Euclidean space were also investigated on the Heisenberg groups and Carnot groups by Barbieri [1] and the authors [10, 9] .
Motivated by Theorem B, it is natural to ask if the characterizations of type of Theorem B of H.M. Nguyen can be given for higher order Sobolev spaces. This is exactly the main purpose of this paper.
Inspired by the above two theorems (Theorems A and B), we will first establish in this paper characterizations of the second order Sobolev spaces in Euclidean spaces in the spirit of the work by H.M. Nguyen [24] using the method of first order differences. Here, we choose two different approaches to characterize the second order Sobolev spaces W 2,p (R N ): by the second order differences and by the Taylor remainder of first order. Our methods and results are in the spirit of the work of [24] , namely using the mean value theorem, Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions, rotations in the Euclidean spaces, etc. Nevertheless, the situation in second order case is more complicated than in the first order case. Therefore, additional care is needed to handle our second order case. We mention in passing that other type of characterizations of high order Sobolev spaces have been given using high order Poincaré inequalities on Euclidean spaces and Carnot (stratified) groups by Liu, Lu and Wheeden [18] . Such high order Poincaré inequalities have been extensively studied on stratified groups by the third author with his collaborators [8, [19] [20] [21] [22] . Nevertheless, those characterizations are in quite different nature than what we offer here.
The first purpose of this paper is to prove the following estimates for functions in the Sobolev spaces W 2,p (R N ).
Here we have used the notation
We will use this notation frequently throughout this paper.
Then there exists a constant C N,p such that
Using Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we can set up the new characterizations of the Sobolev space W 2,p (R N ) using the method of second order differences and the Taylor remainder of first order which are our main aims of this paper. Indeed, we prove the following two theorems:
e. x, y ∈ R N and g n → g a.e. Then the following are equivalent:
e. x, y ∈ R N and g n → g a.e. R N . Then the following are equivalent:
Next, we will also study the characterizations of W
by the differences of the first order gradient in the spirit of Bourgain, Brezis and Mironescu [5] and H.M. Nguyen [24, 25] . More precisely, we will prove that
for some constant C > 0. Moreover,
Here (ρ n ) n∈N is a sequence of nonnegative radial mollifiers satisfying
x, y ∈ R N and g n → g a.e. R N . Then the following are equivalent:
It is worthy noting that if we use the term |∇g
is just a easy consequence of Theorem A. Indeed, if
Hence, by Theorem A,
. However, in our case, we have
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we will study some helpful lemmas and use them to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 which will give characterizations of second order Sobolev spaces by the second order difference. In Section 3, we establish Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 which will give characterizations of the second order Sobolev spaces using the Taylor reminder of first order. In Section 4, we characterize the second order Sobolev spaces using the first order differences of the first order gradients of the functions.
Characterizations using second order differences
In this section, we will investigate the characterizations of second order Sobolev spaces W
in terms of the second order differences, namely Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.
In order to prove the above two theorems, we will study the following useful lemmas. First of all, we will need to use the following basic lemma from Fourier analysis.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the operator T =
It is easy to see that the operator T is a multiplier operator with the symbol
|ξ | 2 which is a Marcinkiewicz multiplier which is known to be bounded on L p (R N ). The operator T can also be viewed as a composition of two Riesz transforms and is known to be bounded on L p (R N ). We refer to
Stein's book [28] .
Lemma 2.2. There exists a constant C
Proof. First, using the polar coordinates, we get
Hence, to prove (2.1), it is enough to prove that for every σ ∈ S N−1 , we can obtain
Because of the rotation, we now can assume without loss of generality that σ = e N = (0, . . . , 0, 1). By the mean value theorem, one has
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is now completed.
Lemma 2.3. There holds
Proof. Again, by changing of variables, we obtain
We first prove that for all σ ∈ S N−1 , ∀δ > 0:
Indeed, again, without loss of generality, we assume that σ = e N = (0, . . . , 0, 1). Hence, we need to verify that
Similar to what is done in Lemma 2.2, we have
Next, we will show that
Again, without loss of generality, we suppose that σ = e N = (0, . . . , 0, 1). We write
Noting that for all σ ∈ S N−1 :
and
Hence, by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we get (2.5). Using (2.3) and (2.5) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem again, we can conclude that
The following elementary lemma was proved and used in [24] . For the sake of completeness, we include a proof.
Lemma 2.4.
Let Ω be a measurable set in R m , Φ and Ψ be two measurable nonnegative functions on Ω, and α > −1. Then
Proof. Using Fubini's theorem, we get
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
(1) and (2) are consequences of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. Now we will prove (3). By (1), we get
In particular,
Now, from (2.6), one has
Using Lemma 2.4, we deduce
From (2.7) and (2.8), we get the assertion (3). Now, set
So by the previous results, we have
Indeed, for every ϵ > 0, we can find a number X (ϵ) ∈ (0, 1) such that
Now, we have:
Thus,
Hence we can get
Consequently, we have 
We have the statement (4).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. First, it is clear that statements (1) =⇒ (2) and (1) =⇒ (3) are consequences of Theorem 1.1. Now, we will prove (3) =⇒ (1):
First, we assume further that
Let η ε be any sequence of smooth mollifiers and set g
Using (4) of Theorem 1.1, we can have
dxdy.
Since the function x p+ε is convex on [0, ∞), by Jensen's inequality, we can deduce
In the general case, since g ∈ A p  R N  , we can find a sequence {g n } and A (g) > 0 such that
Moreover, by (4) 
Characterizations of the second type: the Taylor remainder
The man purpose of this section is to establish Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, namely, characterizing the second order Sobolev spaces W 2,p (R N ) using the method of the Taylor remainder of first order.
In order to prove these two theorems, we will need to adapt the following useful lemmas:
Proof. Again, using the polar coordinates, we get
Thus, again, to prove (3.1), it is enough to prove that for every σ ∈ S N−1 , we get
Because of the rotation, we assume without loss of generality that σ = e N = (0, . . . , 0, 1). Now, by the mean value theorem, one has
Lemma 3.2. There holds
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have
So we can get
Next we will show that
where
Again, with loss of generality, we suppose that σ = e N = (0, . . . , 0, 1). We write
Hence, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we get (3.5). Using (3.3), (3.5) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem again, we can conclude that
Proof of Theorem 1.2.
(1) and (2) are consequences of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Now we will prove (3). By (1), we get
Now, from (3.6), one has
Hence, we get the assertion (3). Now set
So from what we have proved, we have
Indeed, for every θ > 0, we can find a number X (θ ) ∈ (0, 1) such that
Thus, ∀ sufficiently small θ > 0:
Consequently, we have
Now, using Lemma 2.4 with
Noting that
Proof of Theorem 1.4. is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3 and will be omitted.
More characterizations of second order Sobolev spaces: combinations of first order difference and Taylor remainder
In this section, we will study some other characterizations of the second order Sobolev spaces. Namely, we will give characterizations motivated by the observation that g ∈ W 2,p (R N ) is essentially equivalent to ∇g ∈ W 1,p (R N ).
Characterization of Bourgain-Brezis-Mironescu type
. Then by Taylor's formula, we have
Hence, for every θ > 0:
Now, let n → ∞ and then θ → 0, we get
Now, for any A > 0, then again by Taylor's formula:
Let n → ∞ and θ → 0:
Since A > 0 is arbitrary, we get (4.2) for C
By density argument, we also have (4.2) for W
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Assume that
Let g k = g * η k where η k is a sequence of smooth mollifiers. Noting that 
Moreover, since g k is smooth, by Lemma 4.1, we get
Characterization of H.-M. Nguyen type

Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have
Lemma 4.3. There holds
Proof. By changing of variables, we obtain
Then by the same argument as in Lemma 4.2 and by Lemma 3.2, we can prove that for all σ ∈ S N−1 , ∀δ > 0:
Now we will show that
Indeed, again, with loss of generality, we suppose that σ = e N = (0, . . . , 0, 1). We write
Hence, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we get (4.4). Using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem again, we can conclude that Proof of Theorem 1.6. is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3; Theorem 1.4 and will be omitted.
